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GRE Interactive Flash Cards - 3000
Key Words. A Powerful Method To
Learn The Vocabulary You Need.

A COMPREHENSIVE VOCABULARY STUDY SYSTEM THAT INCLUDES BOTH BOOK AND
ONLINE RESOURCES! Do you need to:â€¢ become more articulate?â€¢ improve your vocabulary
skills quickly and effectively?â€¢ succeed in important examinations, such as the GRE? GRE
Interactive Flash Cards - 3000 Key Words: Intermediate/Advanced is a Kindle e-book that can help
you thoroughly master thousands of high score words. It will enable you to capture the power of
active recall and spaced repetition, which scientists say are the best principles of efficient learning.
Acquire the vocabulary you need with our powerful approach: â€¢GRE High-Frequency Word
Listsâ€¢Interactive feedback â€¢Comprehensive definitions (powered by the Kindle/Kindle apps
Built-in dictionaries) â€¢Specially designed for the Kindle â€¢Synonyms at each entry It enables you
to:â€¢adapt your learning to your way of life (with Kindle Whispersync technology)â€¢test yourself
and monitor your progressâ€¢study anywhere/anytimeFREE E-LEARNING
MODULES/MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUIZZES Extra resources online! Visit our course-specific
companion website for supplementary interactive activities.If you are preparing for the GRE,
studying advanced vocabulary is absolutely essential to get the maximum score. Knowing hundreds
of â€œtoughâ€• words will greatly improve your comprehension skills and your fluency. GRE
Interactive Flash Cards - 3000 Key Words: Intermediate/Advanced can help you in a way no other
ordinary book can. It is ideal for self-study whenever you want, wherever you are. You study our
interactive flash cards and you receive feedback right away. Itâ€™s as if you have a private English
vocabulary tutor on the spot explaining these words in detail again and again. After studying the
flash cards in this unique e-book, you will have mastered thousands of must-know words quickly
and easily. Our specially designed e-book enables you to make the best use of the Kindle Built-in
dictionary so you can delve deeper into the meaning and usage of a word. This e-book is very
convenient even if you donâ€™t own a Kindle device; you can download it simultaneously to your
desktop, laptop, smart phone or tablet, thanks to the FREE Kindle applications. You can save and
synchronize your notes and highlights across all your devices, so you can start studying on one
device, and pick up where you left off on another device.Many advanced words can be easily
confused or misused because they sometimes appear to be deceptively synonymous. Only by
studying their precise definitions can we understand their differences and use them appropriately. A
comprehensive definition, such as those provided by the authoritative Kindle dictionary, is much
easier to understand and, as a result, much more memorable. Flash cards are a time-tested and
very effective memorization tool. Nonetheless, some printed flash card sets and digital flash card
applications leave a great deal to be desired mainly because they donâ€™t provide clear definitions

of the words they introduce. Worse still, printed flash card sets are too bulky to carry around and a
lot of digital flash card applications are available on only one platform or device, which can be very
limiting.GRE Interactive Flash Cards - 3000 Key Words: Intermediate/Advanced has none of these
disadvantages. It makes it easier than ever before to maximize your study time. Our system enables
you to increase your word power:â€¢in depth â€¢whenever you want â€¢on any major platform/
device that you selectThe more key words you know, the higher your GRE score can be. GRE
Interactive Flash Cards - 3000 Key Words: Intermediate/Advanced is a simple but powerful method
for vocabulary expansion.â€¢YOU MAY ALSO BE INTERESTED IN...GRE Interactive Quiz Book +
Online + Flash Cards/ 1000 Absolutely Essential Words
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I had a difference of 3 points when studying with flash cards, vs not for the qualitative subtest.
Works like a charm. You WILL see a difference in score if you practice with these daily. Most of
them I saw on the test!

Good idea, but not what it claims to be.-Not interactive, unless you count using your device's built-in
dictionary interactive.-Not flashcards - just a big list of words.-Fewer than 3000 words - I have
caught several duplicates.Also, interspersed with pretentious "inspirational" quotations.

Iâ€™m sure this e-book is a great investment in order to boost your GRE verbal score. I use it on my
laptop, my iPad and my Android smartphone. It has helped me review words I knew and learn many
new ones. Itâ€™s very useful that I can listen to the pronunciation of each key word when I study
this book in my Kindle Cloud Reader.

It is certainly very useful for vocabulary learning. I mainly read it on my ipad (You need to download
the free dictionary first). It's a great learning tool and good value for money - much cheaper than
printed flash cards.

This is a massive collection of vocabulary lists. One of the great things about it is the ability to use
the Kindle dictionary. Just press on a word, and the definition appears. The format is beneficial, too.
First, a list of words is given. You can test yourself to see which you know, and which you don't.
Highlight the ones you missed. I used three colors: red for words I should learn for GRE, orange for
words I will be able to use, and blue for a word I thought I knew, but had the wrong, or partially
wrong, definition.One shortcoming is that most of the words are words I already know. And, more
than a few strike me as words most people already know. And, it gets a little dreary advancing from
list to list to list. This book needs a little something to break up the monotony.However, it is definitely
worth the purchase price.Update: It's been several weeks. I'm still working through the lists. This is
MASSIVE. I realized, this is a very large tool for $2.99, and worth 5 stars, not the 4 I originally gave.

I tried this with the Kindle Cloud Reader as described because i wanted to access the audible
pronunciations feature. The dictionary downloaded as described, and it shows the written
pronunciation, but it does NOT apparently actually pronounce the words audibly. I didn't buy it
exclusively for that feature, as I don't think it will add to my GRE score, but it makes me angry when
a claim is made that is patently false. I believe it will be somewhat useful in reviewing vocabulary,
but I think people should know that the product doesn't do everything it says it does.

These really helped me get prepared for taking the GRE. Between this and the Kaplan GRE books,

I seriously raised my scores and got accepted into grad school!

The combination of words, definitions and tests should help anyone looking to improve their
vocabulary whether it's for school, work or self-enhancement.
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